The HRP data were also analysed with the 
Patients and methods
Sixty-eight subjects were randomly recruited and classified according to the European Glaucoma Society terminology.6 All the patients had a visual acuity better than 6/12. when false negative and false positive responses were less than 30% and fixation losses were less than 20%. Ocular hypertension subjects were defined as having high intraocular pressure> 22 mmHg on no treatment, normal visual field, normal ONH and RNFL. Subjects with unreliable visual field examinations were excluded. All the subjects had previous perimetry experience and all were examined with both the Humphrey Field Thresholds are averaged pairwise in the following manner: the first with the second, the third with the fourth, and so on until the 47th with the 48th. With this recursive pairing, the series is contracted from 48 to 24
values, then to 12, 6 and to 3 units at five intervals ( Fig. 1) . For each column five identical means and five different coefficient of variation (COV) are thus obtained. The DI is obtained from the least square linear regression between each coefficient of variation and interval length in logarithmic scale. s For each patient only one eye was randomly chosen. All the data were analysed by descriptive analysis. When the distribution of the data was normal, Student's t-test and Pearson's r correlation coefficient were used to To determine the capacity of Dr to differentiate normal visual fields from glaucomatous fields, frisen and Rossitti's 95'Yo percentile normal limit (1.14) was applied to all three subgroups.3
Results
Between the 31 cases of rOAC and the 37 ocular hypertensives recruited there was no difference in terms of age and refractive error. A significant difference was In the entire study population a significant correlation was found between Dr and CD (r = 0.48, P < 0.001), LD (r= 0.36, p < 0.01), FI (r = -0.53, P < 0.001), NC (r = -0.55, P < 0.001), MD (r = -0.33, P < 0.05), CPSD (r = 0.38, P < 0.01), PSD (r = 0.35, P < 0.01) and SF (r = 0.33, P < 0.05) ( Table 2) . When the 95'X, normal percentile was applied, the eyes classified by DI as glaucomatous were 9 of 16 in the advanced damage group, 4 of 9 in the moderate damage group and 5 of 11 in the early damage group.
Discussion

HRP is a different technique to test the visual field that
seems to be more sensitive than standard threshold perimetry. contrast Lachenmayer and colleagues 12 found HRP to be less sensitive than automated light sense or flicker perimetry in detecting glaucoma. Different techniques for examining visual function may provide the clinician with more information about the patient's status and are thus desirable. Automatic STP shows the values of each tested point, making it possible to differentiate normal from abnormal areas of the visual field. Several authors have introduced indices or algorithms to obtain clinically useful information. In order to quantify STP findings Flammer and co workers 13 suggested the use of perimetric indices calculated from raw data provided by static computerised perimetry. Cumulative curves of the tested points ranked from the highest to the lowest sensitivity were proposed by Bebie and colleagues. 1 4 HRP measures the thresholds at 50 locations in the central visual field. By analogy with standard threshold perimetry HRP measures the sensitivity of all the points tested. Visual field indices are also calculated. GD and LD are very similar to MD and CPSD or STP, and several authors found a strong correlation between them. PI and NC are calculated using different principles, yielding novel information on visual function. s . ls As mentioned in Materials and Methods, the DI is obtained from the least square linear regression between the coefficient of variation of the five columns obtained by recursive pairing and interval length in logarithmic scale, s and should be able to detect early damage by fractal analysis.
The potential application of the DI should not be as an additional index to identify visual dysfunction, since it would be equally abnormal both in hemianopsia and localised paracentral scotoma, but rather the ability to detect early visual field defects. It should be applied to apparently normal visual fields in clinically suspicious cases such as patients with borderline clinical findings as glaucoma suspects or patients with ocular hypertension.
Generally, to read cumulative curves a standard threshold value map is necessary to avoid any misunderstanding in the results. In Bebie curves, a superior relative scotoma on an edge point due to the lens has the same representation as a nasal step. This is due to the fact that the Bebie curves may rank differently the data from each tested point each time the examination is repeated, regardless of their location. To overcome this difficulty, in RDA the raw data are ordered in a fixed sequence.
Although RDA uses a different method to evaluate the visual field based on fractal analysis, it uses a curve and an index to describe the visual field status. Although the concept on which this method is based makes it unusual for clinicians, the DI is theoretically able to capture mainly inhomogeneities in the distribution of threshold values across the tested points.
The strong correlation observed in our data between DI and all other HRP indices reflects the fact that the same raw values are entered and analysed with different algorithms. The weak correlation between DI and MD and the significant correlation with CPSD and PSD supports the use of this method for the detection of early localised defects or visual field inhomogeneity. However, in our sample this index did not identify precisely the abnormal visual fields and was not able to quantify the damage. Of 31 glaucomatous eyes, DI was abnormal in 18 and performed almost equally in each subgroup. Our selection of patients on the basis of a localised defect in the visual field could partially have biased some of these results.
DI showed good correlation both with HF A and with HRP indices of inhomogeneity, suggesting it had similar characteristics. Frisen and Rossitti 5 reported that DI had a very high specificity. In our sample, the sensitivity was evaluated only in eyes with STP-evident glaucomatous damage, since in the ocular hypertension group an abnormal DI could be either a false positive of this new index or correctly indicate very early damage not yet detected by STP. The lack of any difference between the glaucomatous DI mean and the ocular hypertensive DI mean and the low sensitivity did not confirm previous results. One possible explanation was that in our sample all subjects classified as ocular hypertensives had, by definition, normal standard threshold perimetry results, thus making any correlation impossible within this subgroup and making it impossible to quantify the DI sensitivity. Another bias is possible due to the selection of our glaucomatous patients, based on STP and more localised defects.
The DI of HRP has the theoretical capacity to detect localised inhomogeneity of sensitivity. Our present results confirm that before its clinical application further studies on this HRP index are needed.
